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national treasury. Madison and Mason urged that payment ought
not to be left to the states. Some of them might exert undue
pressure on tiheir representatives. Some might be so parsimonious
that they would find themselves represented by the most wiling
rather than the .ablest men. The Virginia plan had originally
spoken of "liberal" compensation for the legislators. Madison
urged that this be 'liberal and fixed," to avoid uncertainty and
reckless changing. Franklin enlivened the discussion by his
reasons for suggesting that the word "liberal" be struck out, as
it was. The word could at any time be reinterpreted, and there
was always a "tendency of abuses ... to grow of themselves
when once begun/* Only '"'gratuitous provision" had been orig-
inally made for the support of the Apostles: but out of that had
developed the whole papal system.
On the length of the term of office in the first branch of the
national legislature, Gerry of Massachusetts insisted that this
must be a single year, as provided by the Articles of Confedera-
tion and practiced in the New England states. "The people of
New England," he declared, "will never give up the point of
annual elections. They know of the transition made in England
[in 1716] from triennial to Septennial elections, and will consider
such an innovation here as a prelude to a like usurpation. He
considered annual elections as the only defence of the people
against tyranny. He was as much against a triennial House as
against a hereditary Executive." Gerry was sure the Convention
must consider the feelings of the people, as was "the policy of
all Legislators," and he was sure he knew what the feelings of
the New England people were.
Madison's reply admirably summed up the position taken by
the most enlightened and courageous delegates. "No member of
tie Convention could say what the opinions of his Constituents
were at this time; much less could he say what they would think
If possessed of the information & lights possessed by the members
here; & still less what would be their way of thinking 6 or 12
months hence. We ought to consider what was right & necessary
in itself for the attainment of a proper Government" Let such
a plan be offered to the people, and the most intelligent and
influential citizens would be its powerful advocates. But they
could be enlisted in its support only if the plan offered were as
right and necessary as the Convention knew how to make it.

